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In 1873 C. Jordan and at the beginning of this century W. A. Manning 
investigated certain properties of elements of prime order in primitive permuta- 
tion groups which are not alternating or symmetric. They found that the 
number of fixed points of an element of prime order p is bounded by a function 
of the number of its cycles of length p, provided that this number is small. 
The aim of this paper is to prove a generalisation of their results. To facilitate 
discussion we make the following hypothesis. 
(:c) G is a primitive permutation group on a set 0 of n poims. G contains 
an clement of prime order p, where p divides 1 G , which has q cycles of length p 
andf = n - qp fixed points in Q. 
In 1873 and 1875 Jordan ([8, 91 or see [26, 13.9, 13.101) showed (or claimed) 
that if I GqG-5 and q<p then eithcrf<q+ 1 or GSA,. The proof 
for q > 1 was not published however until early this century when Manning 
[lo, I, II], published a proof of the result and obtained better bounds than 
Jordan for f if 2 < q < p - 2. In 1928 Weiss [25] obtained similar bounds 
for q E (6, 7}, q < p, and very recently Sax1 [21, 221 improved Manning’s bounds 
for q ~(4, S}. Now Manning was interested in finding a hound for a larger 
range of values of q. His first result in this direction was obtained in 1911 
when hc showed [1 I] that if q < 2p + 3 and G is not 2-transitive then 
f < max{q* - q, 2q’ - p’}. This bound is too large to be useful in practice 
although there are examples in which the value off differs from this bound 
only by a small constant multiple; namely if G is A, or S, permuting the 
n = c(c - 1)/2 unordered pairs of distinct points, where c I:: (5p L 7)/2, then 
G is a simply transitive primitive group containing an element of order p with 
2p : 3 cycles of length p and f := (9p* + 36~ + 35)/8 fixed points, while the 
bound for f is 2q2 - p* = 7p2 + 24~ -.-. 18. Manning’s best general bound was 
obtained in 1918. He showed [lo, III] that if 5 <p .< (p - I)/2 then tither 
GI A, or f < 4q - 4, (and if G is not 2-transitive then f < 4q -- 7), and 
] G I is not divisible by p*. Thus as well as obtaining a useful bound on f hc 
succeeded iu IiuiiLing the p-part of j G . We are intereststed here in gencralising 
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this resuft for all values of q less than p. In [f7, 181 it was shown by Q’Nan 
and myself that if G satisfies (*), q < p, and p2 divides j G I3 then G is known. 
Hence to general&e this result of Manning for q Iess than p we are interested 
in investigating the values off. 
It is not possible to bound f by a linear function of q for afl (I < p, for if G 
is A, or s, permuting the n = C(E - I)/2 unordered pairs of distinct pomts, 
where p < c < (3~ - 1)/2, then G is a simply transitive primitive group 
containing an element of order p with q = c - (p + I)/2 cycles of length g 
and f = ((p2 - I)/4 -- q(p 2 4))/2 fixed points. If c = (3p - 1)/2 then 
f = q(p - 2)/8 is a quadratic function of q. The mam result of this paper 
shows that for 2 < q < p these representations of the a~t~r~t~~g and s~rnrne~r~~ 
groups are the only examples of primitive groups which satisfy (*) and are 
not A, or .§, for which f is not bounded by a linear function of q. The exact 
statement of the result is as follows. 
(i) G is A, QY S, , 
(ii) G is A, 0~ S, in its representation on the set of ?il = c(c - I j/2 ~~~~~e~e~ 
pairs of distinct points, where c = q + (p + 1)/2, 
(iii) 7r .-= 9, p = 3, q = 2, and G is ASL(2,3) tar ~~~(2, 3), 
(iv) J < 5q/2 - 2. &horeove~ if G is not Zprimitive then f < 5q/2 - 4 
and if G is not 3-primitive then f < 5q/2 - 3, 
ff G is highly transitive it is possible to obtain stronger bounds forf in part (iv), 
for example if G is 4-transitive then it can be shown that J < 2q -+ 1, if G is 
&transitive then f < 5qj3, and if G is g-transitive then j < Z&2. (The proof 
for G 4-transitive is given in Lemma 1.2; there are analogous proofs for the 
other cases.) The groups satisfying (*) with 2 < q < p and with order divisible 
by p2 are characterized in [I 81; the bounds onf for 2 < q < 7 follow essentiaf!y 
from the results of Jordan, fanning and Weiss mentioned earlier. So the 
proof of Theorem A is essentially for the case where p > q 3 8 and j G / is 
not divisible by p2. There are several importaat parts of the proof: 
Suppose that G satisfies (-b) with 2 < q < ,p and that a Sylow p-subgroup P 
of G has order p. In order to deal with the case where G is multiply transitive 
it is important to have information about the action of the ~orrn~~~~er of B” on 
the set fix, P of fixed points of P in .Q. The necessary ~~orrn~~~o~ is obtained 
in Theorem I%. I am very grateful to Peter M. ~eurna~~ for suggesting this 
approach and for many of the details of the proof. 
'I'HEOREM B (P. M. Neumann and C. E. Praeger). Let G be a p~~~t~t~o~ 
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group satisfying (*) with 2 < q < p and suppose that a Sylow p-subgroup P of 
G has order p. Then one of the following is true. 
(9 f G 9. 
(ii) There is a s~g~oup H of G ge~a~ed by P and some of its &~jugates, 
and having orbits, say Z; ,..., .Zt such that if fs = 1 .& n fix, P / then some fi > 1 
and Cfid% 9 4. 
(iii) The normalizer of P in G is imprimitive on fix, P with a set of two 
blocks of imprimitivity of length f/2, where q < f < 2q. In particular G is not 
24ransitive on Q. 
The characterization of the alternating and symmetric groups acting on 
unordered pairs of distinct points requires the next result. 
THEOREM C. Suppose that G is a primitive permutation group of degree n 
and that c 3 9 is an integer such that n < c2. Then: 
(a) if G has A, as a composition factor, then G is isomorphic to A, or S, 
in its representation on either the set of n = c points OY the set of n = c(c - I)/2 
unordered pairs of distinct points. 
(b) if for 01 E Q!, G, has A, as a composition factor then either n = c f I 
and G S A, , or rz = (c -/- 2)(c + 1)/2 alzd G is isomorphic to A6+2 or S,,, in 
its representation on the set of un~de~ed pairs of distort points. 
The proof of this result relies (a) on the concept of 2-closure of Wielandt [27J 
and in particular Wielandt’s Dissection Theorem [27, 6.51, (b) on results of 
O’Nan [17] on subgroups of prime power order of primitive permutation 
groups, and the techniques he uses, and (c) on the following result, the proof 
of which uses the graph theoretic techniques developed by C. C. Sims, D. G. 
Higman, and P. J. Cameron. 
THEOREM D. Suppose that G is a primitive permutation group on a set Q 
of n points and suppose that, for 01 in Q, G, has an orbit P(E) such that Gc”’ is 
A, OY S, acting on the set of ] I’(,)1 = c(c - I)/2 unordered pairs of distinct points 
for some c 2 5. Then one of the following is true: 
(a) G, ha-s an orbit JCL) # I such that 1 O(a)/ > c(c - 1)/2, 
(b) G is A,+, 0~ SC+, acting on the set of n = (c + 2)(c + 1)/2 unordered 
pairs of distinct points, c 3 6, 
(c) G is 2-transitive and either: 
(i) n=ll,c=5,G=PSL(2,12),or 
(ii) n = 16, c = 6, and G has a regular normal subgroup, 
(d) G has rank 3, n := 16, c = 5, and G has a regular normal subgroup. 
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This result may be regarded as a small generalisation of another result of 
W. A. Manning ([12] or see [26, 17.71). 
In the first section Theorem A is proved using the results of Theorems B 
and C; in Section 2 Theorem B is proved; in Section 3 Theorem 43 is proved, 
and in the final section Theorem C is proved. Notation will in general follow 
the conventions of Wielandt [26], but where convenient we shall use the notation 
of Higman [6] for suborbits of a permutation group. If H has a permutation 
representation on a set A we denote by fix, H, supp, H the subsets of L31 fixed 
by N and permuted by 6-I respectively; suppo pi is sometimes called the support 
of hi, and an H-orbit in suppA His called a nontrivial H-orbit. We shall denote 
by 6-J, the subgroup of N fixing a set r C A setwise. If X is a !&-rite group and 
p is a prime then OP’(X) denotes the smallest normal subgroup of X such that 
X/@“(X) has order prime to p. If c and r are positive integers, c 2 Y, then (z) 
denotes the binomial coefficient c!/r!(c - r)!. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let G satisfy condition (*) with 2 < q <p. We shall assume the results 
of Theorems B and C. The first step follows essentially from results of 
NIanning, M. J. Weiss, M. E. O’Nan and myself. 
1 .I. LEMMA. Theorem A is true if either 1 G 1 is divisible by p2 or 2 < q < 7. 
Proof. If ! G j is divisible by p” then by [18], G 2 A, or G 3_ ASL(2,p) of 
degree p2, or G = PL(2, 8) of degree n = p2 = 9. In the first case the theorem 
is true. In the second case q = p - 1 and f = p = q t I which is at most 
5q/2 - 4 ifp > 5; thus case (iii) or (iv) of Theorem A is true. If G = PrL(2,8) 
then p = 3, p = 2, f = 3 < 5q/2 - 2 and G is 3-primitive so that case (iv) of 
Theorem A is true. 
Now suppose that 2 < q < 7. By [26, 13.10; 251 Theorem A is true if 
3<q<7, so let q = 2. By [lo, I] f < 2 if p > 5 and f < 3 if p = 3. If 
p =f = 3 then p2 divides / G / and by th e previous paragraph Theorem A is 
true. So assume that f < 2. Then Theorem A is true unless J = 2 and G is 
not 2-primitive. So suppose that n = 2p + 2 and G is primitive but not 
2-primitive. It follows from [26, 18.4 and 17.51 that G is 2-transitive. However 
there are no transitive imprimitive groups of degree 2p + 1 with order divisible 
by p. Thus the lemma is proved. 
1.2. LEMMA. If G is a 4-transitive permutation group satisfying (*) with 
2<q<p,thazeitherG1Anorf<2q+1. 
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If P has order at least p2 then 
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by the proof of Lemma 1.1 and since G is 4-transitive, G > A, . So assume that 
P has order p andf > 2q + 1. Then 1 fix, P / = f. By [26, 9.41, the normalizer 
N,(P) of P is 4-transitive on fix, P of degree f and so by Theorem B, the 
minimal degree of this representation is at most q. Then by [26, 15.11, 
N,(P)fix~P 3_ A, . Since A, has no permutation representation of degree less 
than f, and since the number of nontrivial P-orbits is less than f, it follows that 
the subgroup X of N,(P) fixing all nontrivial P-orbits setwise still acts on 
fix, P as A, or S, . Similarly X /7 C,(P) acts on fix, P as A, or S, . Hence 
(x”; x E X n C,(P)) fixes suppa P pointwise and acts on fix, P as A,. Thus 
by [26, 13.31, Gq A,, which is a contradiction since n > 2p and j G 1 is not 
divisible by p2. Thus Lemma 1.2 is proved. 
Now we shall assume that Theorem A is not true and choose from among 
the counterexamples to Theorem A a group G with degree n as small as possible. 
By Lemma 1 .l, p > q > 8 and / G / is not divisible by pz, and by Lemma 1.2, 
G is not 4-transitive, (since if q > 8, 2q + 1 < 5q/2 - 2). Let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. Then P. has q orbits of length p and f fixed points and 
f > 5q/2 - 4 > 0. First we show: 
1.3. LEMMA. G is not 2-primitive on 0. 
Proof. Assume that G is 2-primitive and let 01 E fix, P. Then G, is primitive 
and not 3-transitive on Q - {g} of degree n - 1 and satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem A. By the minimality of n one of the conclusions of Theorem A 
is true for G, , that is, one of the following is true: (i) G, >_ A,-, , (ii) G, E A, 
or S, on the n - 1 = (g) unordered pairs of distinct points, (iii) f - 1 = 
1 fix, P - {a>1 < 5q/2 - 4 if G, is not 2-primitive and f - 1 < 5q/2 - 3 if G, 
is 2-primitive. In case (i), G I A, , and in case (iii) part (iv) of Theorem A is 
true; this is a contradiction in either case since G is a counterexample. In case (ii) 
no group G exists by [15, Theorem 4.31 since c > q 3 8. Thus Lemma 1.3 is 
proved. 
Let 01 E fix, P and let PI(~),..., P?(E), Y 3 1, be the orbits of G, in Q - {a>. 
By [26, 18.41 P acts nontrivially on each Pi(a), so for each i < Y Grita) is a 
transitive permutation group of degree / J’,(a)1 = ni say, wiz g s;bgroup 
Prita) of order p with say qi orbits of length p and fi = n, - qip fixed points 
in P,(a). 
1.4. LEMMA. Associated with G,ri(-’ for i = l,..., Y is a primitive permutation 
group Xi of degree xi , where ni = xiyi for some yi 3 1. Further Xi contains an 
element of order p with q; = qi/yi cycles of length p and fi = fi/yi jixed points. 
Proof. Let M = Op’(G,), and let 2 be the set of M-orbits in P,(a). Then 
.Z is a set of blocks of imprimitivity for G, in P,(a) and 1 Z / is maximal such 
that Pz = 1 (since PC M). Let B E Z and let H be the setwise stabilizer of B 
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in G, (possibly B = I’,(E)). Let D C 3, D f 3, be a block of imprimitivity 
for HE such that ] D 1 is maximal, (possibly / D / = I). Then D is a block of 
imprimitivity for G, in I’,(a). Let A = {Dg; g E G,) and let d(B) = (Dg; g E 
Let Xi = HA@). Then by the maximal&y of D, Xi is a primitive group of 
degree : A( = xi say, where ni = xi / D 1 . j Z /. By the maximality of I ,Z’ ‘, 
P acts nontrivially on A, and as qi <p it follows that P permutes qipll D / 
elements of n and fixes fi/i D [ elements of d pointwise. Moreover as P is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of M, P permutes the same number of points in each element 
of 2, and it follows that P permutes qip/l D / Z / elements of A(B) and fixes 
4J D ( 1 J’ ~ elements of A(B). 
Before proceeding we remark that MAIB) is a transitive normal subgroup of 
X, . Thus if Xi is isomorphic to A, or S, for some c 3 p then, as M = CP’(GJ, 
A4*cB) is isomorphic to A, so that A, is a composition factor of M and hence 
of 6, . 
Now we consider the group X, for some i < r. Either 4:: = 1 or the hypotheses 
of Theorem A are satisfied by Xi . In the latter case since the degree xi of Xi 
is less than n one of the conclusions of Theorem A is true for Xi . If 4; = I 
then by Jordan’s result [26, 13.91 either fi = 5q;/2 - ki where hi is l/2, 3/Z?,, 
or 512, or Xi is the alternating or symmetric group on n(B). If qj 3 2 then 
since 1 X, : is not divisible by pa, either & = 5q,i/2 - gi where gi 3 2 and 2gi 
is an integer (with slightly better bounds if Xi is not 3-primitive or 2-primitive), 
or X< is isomorphic to A, or S, acting on the set of unordered pairs of distinct 
points where c = 4; + (p + 1)/2. 
Suppose that for some i < Y, Xi is isomorphic to A, or S, in its representation 
on either points or unordered pairs. Then as / G / is not divisible by 9” we 
have that p < c < 2p, and A, is a composition factor of M. In fact A, is the 
only composition factor of M with order divisible by p. It follows that A, is a 
composition factor of Xj for allj = I,..., r. If, for somej < Y, xj < c2 then by 
Theorem C, X-,. is isomorphic to A, or S, in its representation on either poi.nts 
or unordered pairs, so that fi is c - p or (c - p)(c - p - I)/2 respectively. 
Xn either case fj < rzj(c - p)/c. Thus if xj < c2 for ali j = I,..., r we have 
f = I + .zfj < 1 + @zj(C - p)/c) = 1 + (?z - l)(c - p)/c = 1z - in - I)& 
from whence it follows that n < c2. Then we have a contradiction from Theo- 
rem C since G is a counterexample. Th-us for some j < P, + 3 ~a. Pt follows 
from the various possibilities for Xj and the bounds on xj and fj’ that c = 9, 
yj = I ) qi = pi. is p - 2 or p - 1, fj < 5q,/2 - 2, and Gzjcn’ = Xj is primitive. 
Since by Lemma 1.3, G is not 2-primitive it fohows that G is not 2-transitive. 
Therefore q3 = p - 2, q = p - 1, and G, has exactly one orbit T,(U) other 
than I”,(E) in B - (e+. Also qk = yk = 1 and J:, ,( 2. Since X, has A, as a 
composition factor and p > 11 it follows that n, = p and G;6k’“’ = X, S A, . 
By [226, 17.41, nj = p2 so that p2 divides / G, 1 which is a contradiction. 
Thus if 4; = 1 then fi = 5qi/2 - hi where hi is l/2, 312, or 512. If qi 3 2 
then ji[ = 542 - g, , where gi 3 2 and 2gi is an Integer, and if Xi is not 
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3-primitive then gi 3 3, and if Xi is not 2-primitive then gi > 4. Therefore 
we have, 
f = 1 + Cfi = 1 + xrifi’ = 1 + c Y,C%;P - 4 + c yi(54;/2 - gi) 
q=1 Qf>l 
= 5qP + 1 - F y&i - c yigi . 
qi=l 4&-l 
Then since f > 5q/2 - 4 we have 
C YA + C Yigi G 912. 
,'i=l ,;1 
(**) 
The final contradiction is obtained by considering various possibilities for 
the hi and g, . 
Casel. For alli<r, q;=l. Then 8<q=Cy,<2Cyihi. By (A*), 
Cyihi is therefore 4 or 9/2. It follows that each hi = l/2 so that q = 2Cy,h, 
is 8 or 9 and f = 5q/2 + 1 - Cyihi = 2q + 1 is 17 or 19 respectively. Then 
since f is prime, No(P) is primitive on fix, P, (see [26, 3.7, 8.31). Suppose that 
the centralizer C,(P) of P is nontrivial on fix, P. Then as C,(P) is normal in 
N,(P), Co(P) is transitive on fix, P and so contains an f-element. This f-element 
permutes the points of fix, P and fixes each nontrivial P-orbit setwise (since 
f > q), and hence, pointwise, (by [26, 4.41). Thus G1 A, (by [26, 13.9]), 
which is a contradiction since G is a counterexample. Hence, C,(P) fixes 
fix, P pointwise, and so LV~(P)~@?~ is a homomorphic image of N,(P)/C,(P) 
which is cyclic. Therefore N,(P) is regular on fix, P and so N,(P) n G, fixes 
fix, P pointwise. By [26, 3.71 applied to the groups G,ricEy, it follows that each 
fi < 1, whereas each fi > fi = 5q;/2 - hi = 2. 
Thus for some i < Y, qi > 2. 
Case 2. For some i, say i = 1, q; 3 2 and y1 3 2. Then as ylg, < 912 
and g, > 2 we have yi = g, = 2 and so X1 is 3-primitive, (for otherwise g, 
would be at least 3). Also from (M) there is at most one other orbit, say P,(a) 
and if it exists its parameters must satisfy qi = yz = 1, h, = l/2, and hence 
na = p + 2. Suppose first that G is 2-transitive. Then either G, has two blocks 
of imprimitivity of length x1 or x1 blocks of imprimitivity of length two in 
Q - (a}, and the action of degree x1 is 3-primitive. In the former case G, has 
a normal subgroup of index 2 which is 3-primitive on each of its two orbits in 
Q - {a}; this is impossible by [16, Theorem D]. In the latter case the pointwise 
stabilizer of a block is nontrivial and this contradicts [20, Theorem C] since 
x1 > 2p > 4. Hence, G is a rank 3 group with subdegrees 1, 2x, , p + 2. Now 
x,=q:p+5q;/2-2>p+f2.LetP~r,(ol).Then/G,:G,,j=p+2<x,, 
and since X1 is 3-primitive it follows that all orbits of GoiB in P,(a) have length 
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a multiple of x1 , (see [7, Hilfsatz 11). S’ mce the Gas-orbits in F”(U) have length 
at most? + 2 < x1 it follows that r,(p) = (r,(a) - (fl>) u (a>* Thus S,(a) u (a> 
is fixed setwise by (G, , G,) = G which is a contradiction. 
Thus if 4; > 2 then yi = 1. We may assume that qi > 2, y1 = 1. 
Case 3. For some i > 1, say i = 2, qi > 2. Then y2 = 1 and by (*A), 
4 < g, + g, < 912 so that gi < 3 for i = 1,2. Thus GccCaj = Xi is 3-primitive 
for i = 1,2. By [26, 17.71 G, has a third orbit r,(a) such that G, is not 2-transi- 
tive on ra(ot). It follows from (M) that 2; =ys = 1, h, = l/2, and hence that 
n3 = p + 2 and G, is 3-transitive on r,(a). This is a contradiction 
Now since G is not 2-primitive by Lemma 1.3 and since Gr~‘“’ = Xr is 
primitive it follows that G is not 2-transitive. ence,r>2andaif2<i<j, 
then q; = 1. By (**), 2 <g, < 4 and Ci>1 hi < 912 - g1 < 512 so that 
Ci>lyi < IO. Thus if i > 1 then ni < lO(p + 2). 
Suppose that G, is 2-transitive on r,(a). Then by [22], for some i 2 2: 
ni = nl(nl - 1)/k 3 2n, so that lO(p + 2) > ni > 2(q,p + 5g1/2 - gr). Since 
we find that q1 < 5. Now since 2 < qr < 5 it follows from [26, 13.10] 
thatf,,(~~+l1.Alsoifi>1thenf,d2y,=2q,.Thusfd1+(q,+1)+ 
2(q - ql) = 2q - q1 + 2 < 5q/2 - 4 (since q 3 8, ql > 2), which is a contra- 
diction. Thus GE is not 2-transitive on rr(a), and hencef, < 5q,/2 - 4 so that 
g,=4 andx. 2>1 yihi = l/2. It follows that G has rank 3 with subdegrees 1) 
E.: , p + 2. Since G, is 3-transitive on r,(m) it follows from [2] that z.r = 
(P + 4fP + 1)/k f or some k. If k is I or 2 then the action of GE on rr(c~) is 
equivalent to the action of G, on the set of ordered or unordered pairs of distinct 
points of J’,(U) respectively. In either case the number of points of r,(a) fixed 
by P must be I=f,=5q,/2-4. Thus 4r=2 and so n,=2ptl < 
(p + 2)(p + 1)/X which . 1s a contradiction. Thus k > 2 and so by [2]; 
n,=p+2=(x+1)(Xz+5xi 5) for some positive integer x. It follows 
that p = (z + 3)(x2 + 3x + 1) which is impossible. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 13 
Let G be a primitive permutation group on .Q satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem B and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G of order p. First we prove 
a general elementary result which will be used repeatedly in the proof of the 
theorem. 
2.1. DEFP-JITI~N. Let Z be a proper nonempty subset of 8 and let g be an 
element of G. Then 27 - Z is called a minimal increment of Z if Zg - Z is 
nonempty and for all heG with JVfZ, IZ’g-Z’ <!P--.Eij. We shall 
say that g induces a minimal increment of 2. 
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2.2. LEMMA. Let Q < G, Z = suppo Q, and let g E G induce a minimal 
increment of Z: Let X = (Q, Q”); let Ai , i = l,..., Y, be the nontrivial X-orbits 
and let Yi = Ai n fix, Q, fey i = l,..., Y. Then, 
(a) for each i = l,..., r, either Yi is empty, OY !P< is a block of imprimitivity 
for X in Ai , 
(b) if Yi and ?Pj are both nonempty then XYi = X, , 
(c) if Q contains the Sylow p-subgroup P of G, and if x E X is such that 
Fix f Yi for some i, then for each nontrivial P-orbit r, 1 Yix n I’ 1 < 1. 
PYOOf. 
(a) Suppose that Y.. is nonempty and that x E X is such that Yi n Yix 
contains a point 01. Then supp,(Q, Q”) C supp X - {a}, and so by minimality, 
SUPP~(Q, p) = suppa Q. Thus Ydx = (Ai n fix, Q)” = Ai n fix, Qx = Ai n 
fix, Q = Yi . 
(b) Suppose that Yi and Yj are both nonempty and Xyi $ X, . Then 
there is an 01 E Yj and an x E Xyi such that ax $ Yj , that is @ E Aj n suppo Q. 
Then suppo Q v {a} Z suppo(Q, Q”-l> C supp, X - Yi , which contradicts 
the minimality of / suppo X I. 
(c) If for some nontrivial P-orbit P, ( Y$! n P 1 > 1 then there is a 
p-element in X which fixes Y/ setwise and acts nontrivially on it. However, 
as P fixes Yi pointwise there is no p-element in X,< acting nontrivially on Yi 
and this is a contradiction. 
Now we shall assume that f = j fix, P 1 > q and that there is no subgroup 
of G satisfying the conditions of part (ii) of Theorem B. Our aim of course is 
to prove that part (iii) of the theorem is true. 
Let 7, ,..., Pp be the P-orbits of length p. Let g E G induce a minimal incre- 
ment of suppo P and set X = (P, Pg). Let A, ,..., A, be the nontrivial X-orbits 
and let Yi = A, n fix, Pfor i = l,..., Y. If, for some nonempty Yi , x E X - Xyi 
then by Lemma 2.2, Yiz consists of one point of each of 1 Yi j nontrivial P-orbits 
in Ai . It follows that C1gi<:r j Yi 1 ,< q. If some 1 Yi I were greater than 1 then 
H = X would satisfy part (ii) of Theorem B, contrary to our assumption. Thus, 
2.3. LEMMA. Let g E G induce a minimal increment of suppo P and let 
X = (P, Pg). Let A, ,..., A, be the nontrivial X-orbits. Then for each i = l,..., Y, 
j Air\fix,P] < 1. 
Next we show, 
2.4. LEMMA. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3,] supp, X n fix, P I > q/2. 
Proof. Suppose that ( suppo X n fix, P ( = a < q/2. Then X has orbits 
A 1 T-e., A, each containing exactly one point of fix, P, and ui>, Ai C suppo P. 
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Let P be a nontrivial P-orbit in A, and let A, n fix, P = (cx}. Also let 
Iv,(P), be the setwise stabilizer of I in the normalizer of P. Now N,(P) is 
transitive on fixo P of degree f (by [26, 3.7-j), and j N,(P) : M j < p < fs Thus 
M does not fix any point of fix, P, and so there is an x e M such that 012 + ~1. 
Let H = (X, Xx). Then the H-orbit containing d, contains also 01% and hence 
contains at least two points of fix, P. AIso suppa H n fix, P C (suppQ X n 
fix, P) u (suppn xz n fix, P), a set of at most 2a < q points. Thus Tneo- 
rem B(ii) is true which is a contradiction. So Lemma 2.4 is proved. 
Now we shall replace X in our argument by a subgroup W defined as follows, 
2.5. DEFINITION OF W. Let W be a subgroup of G satisfying the following 
three conditions. 
(i) W is generated by P and some of its conjugates. 
(ii) Each W-orbit contains at most one point of fix, P. 
(iii) W is maximal by inclusion with respect to (i) and (ii) 
Let Al ,..., Aa be the nontrivial W-orbits containing a point of fix, P. Clearly 
W contains a subgroup defined similarly to X and so by Lemma 2.4, a > q/2. 
Alf other nontrivial W-orbits, A,+l ,..., A, are subsets of suppo P. 
2.6. LEMMA. The W-orbits A, ,..., A, all have length p + 1. 
Proof. Let max(l Ai j; 1 < i < u} = k> + 1 and assume that k > 1. Let 
Vi1 >-..s di > be the W-orbits of size kp + 1. The union of these orbits contains 
sk nontrivial P-orbits and so s < q/k < q/2 < a. Thus there is some j < a: 
such that 1 Aj ] = nzp + 1 < kp + 1. Let A, n fix, P = (PI. By f26, 17.11, for 
each t < S, each Ws-orbit in Ait has length a multiple of x = (kp + l)/(kp + I, 
mp + 1) = @P f 1)&k - m, mp + 1) > (kp f l)/(k - m) > p + 1. If WO has 
at least two orbits in some dit then, as W, > P and / Aii n fix, P ! = 1, one of 
these orbits is contained in suppo P and so has length divisible by p, and hence 
divisible by xp > (p + 1)~. This is a contradiction since q <p. Thus, WB is 
transitive on Ait for t = I,..., s.Nowif v=nctv,;(B)=Ajnfix,P,j~a, 
/ A, / < kp $ 11, then by a similar argument V is transitive on Ait for t = I,..., s. 
Thus 1 suppa V / = qp + s < qp + q/2. Also if V* is the group generated by 
all the Sylow p-subgroups of V, then / suppo I/* / = 1 suppa Y j < @ + q/Z. 
This leads to a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Thus Lemma 2.6 
is proved. 
We consider next a certain subgroup Y properly containing 
2.7. EFINITION OF Y. Let Y be a subgroup of G satisfying the following 
three conditions. 
(i) Y 3 w, Y # w. 
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(ii) Y is generated by P and some of its conjugates. 
(iii) Y is minimal by inclusion with respect to (i) and (ii). 
By the definitions of Y and W some Y-orbit on which P acts nontrivially 
contains at least two points of fix, P. Let Ai , i Sk c, be the nontrivial Y-orbits 
containing points of fix, W, where c > 0, and let A,.., ,..., A, br the Y-orbits 
containing no points of fix, W. Let fi = / Ai CI fix, P j for i =-2 I,..., s. Then 
some fi 3 2. Now if Cr,>s fi < q th en Theorem B(ii) is true with H : = I’, 
which contradicts our assumptions. Thus C,,,2fi > q. In particular, since 
1 suppo W 1 < qp -(- q, we have c > 0. 
Sow for 1. -= l,..., c let 13, = Ai n fix, W. Ry a proof similar to that of 
Lemma 2.2 (with ,O :-:.- W, X := Y), B, is a block of imprimitivity for Y in (li , 
and if we set /ri = (Ri”; y E Y} then the actions of Y on the J< , 1 < i << c, 
are all equivalent. 
2.8. LEMMA. If i < c then Ai ,C fix, W LJ A, u 1.1 u A,. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that for some i < c and for some j > n, 
Aj c Ai . Let g E Y be such that C 7 Big J Bi . Ily a proof similar to that of 
Lemma 2.2(c), C intersects each nontrivial P-orbit in at most one point. WC 
may choose C such that C contains a point of dj . Let dj be the orbit of W 
in iri containing C. Then (J {Big; y E Y, fi:J E a,} is a union of W-orbits con- 
tained in Ai r\ supps2 P, and containing at least j Bj / nontrivial P-orbits. 
Moreover, as the actions of Y on the Ak for 1 < k < c are all equivalent, it 
follows that for each K .< c, W has an orbit in /r, corresponding to a union of 
W-orbits contained in Ak n suppo P and containing at least j B, j nontrivial 
P-orbits. Thus (JrGc A, contains at least &cc B, / of the nontrivial P-orbits 
which lit in the W-orbits A,m , m > a. Therefore, xk9, 1 B, / .,< q - a, and 
hence, fix, P n suppo Y ; ==. &SC I B, ; -I- j fix, P n supp,, W i < (q - a) T 
(I : q, which is a contradiction. Thus Lemma 2.8 is proved. 
2.9. LEMMA. If i < c theu W is a normal subgroup of Yei = nldjGc Ynj . 
Proof. Let W0 be the group generated by all the Sylow p-subgroups of YBi . 
Then Ws > W, W0 is a normal subgroup of I;rB. , and since Y,. =.: n,,, YBB. 
(by Lemma 2.2), it follows that / suppo W0 / : -: j suppa W / =-_ qp +‘a < qp + q: 
If some WO-orbit contained at least two points of fix, P then Theorem B(ii) 
would be true with H = WO, which would be a contradiction. Thus each 
W,,-orbit contains at most one point of fix, P so that, by the maximality of W, 
w, = w. 
2.10. ~XMMA. If i < c then Y is primitiz;e on A,. . 
Proof. Let B be a block of imprimitivity for Y in /ii containing B, , with 
/ B ! > I. Then since W fixes B, setwise, the setwise stabilizer Y, of R in E 
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contains W. Thus B is a union of W-orbits in /li 1 that is, by Lemma 2.8, 
j R 1 = 1 $ b(p + 1) for some b > 1. Let Y, be the group generated by al! 
the Sylow p-subgroups of YB . Then Y,, I W, and Y,, is a normal subgroup of 
YB so that Ys is l/2-transitive and nontrivial on . Pt follows that Y, =# 
and so by the rn~n~ma~~ty of Y, YO = Y. Hence, B = .& r and it follows that Y 
is primitive on i-pi . 
Thus we have shown that for al! i < c, i A, / = 1 + B(p + I) for some 
6 3 I independent of i. Next we consider the normalizer of P in I’, IV = i\iy(P). 
Let n be the constituent of N on F = fixzfi P for some a’ s< c. Then ,V is transi- 
tive of degree 1 + b. Also let M = YF (so that M‘i N), and let iV = JP. 
Proof. Let g E M fix more than one element of F. Sin.ce II4 is transitive on 
F we may assume that g fixes B, and say B; EF setwise. Kow there is a H-I 
correspondence &J between the set F - (B,) and the set of nontrivial P-orbits 
in zi siach that if C E F --. (&) then (C) v b(C) is a W-orbit in d, . Since W 
is normal in YBi r 5, has the property that if y E n/b, I then yqcq = $(C)‘J for 
ah C f5F - (I$). 
A?so since W is normal in YBi there is a unique conjugate Wiv’ of W in Ys; 
and a 1-I correspondence $’ between F - (Bi> and the set of nontrivial P-orbits 
in .L& such that if C EP - (B$ then (C> u +4’(C) is a IV-orbit. Also if y E &FB; 
then $b’fC”) = $‘(cy. 
?iow g E 2Fif and g fixes B, and Bi setwise. Thus if C EF - (B,j then, as Z# 
is I-1, 0 = C if and only if $(C)g = 4(C). Also if C ES’ - (IQ then Cg = C 
if and only if $‘(C)g = b’(C). Let F = 8’ n fi~&~g. Then tbe set of nontrivial 
P-orbits in n, which are fixed setwise by g is $(F - { J) = @(F - (Bi)). Kow 
P u $(r” - (I$)) is a union of W-orbits and P u +‘(F - {Is:>) is a union of 
W-orbits. Thus P u $(P - (BJ) is fixed setwise by Y,, = (WI W’>. Since 
W’ moves B, , Y, # W, and so by the minim&y of Y, YO = I-. Since 
Y. fixes F u $(F - {Bii)) C & setwise we have P u +(p - {&I) = -& and 
henee, F = F. Thus g fixes F pointwise. 
Our next aim is to show: 
Pmof~ By Lemma 2.11 both lvB, and RBz are semiregular or trivial on 
$7 - (I&j. Let their orbits in I; -- (B?) have length d’ and d respectively. Then, 
recalling that W is normal in YBi ) all orbits of W. lWB, in .& - {El) have 
length d’(p + 1). Moreover Ys.-orbits are unions of ‘W . IWB,-orbits. 
[26, 3.71 Ns,, is transitive on those’elements ofF contained in a given Y,+-orbit 
in Ad - (EQ~ It foUows from these observations that d’ = d, and that a’:1 
YB,porbits in i;I - {EQ have length d( p + I ). A similar a~~~~~at~~~ of [26, P.7j 
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to Ye,,Lf! , where Bi EF - {Bj}, shows that YBi,s; fixes all W-orbits in ,& 
setwise. ft follows that YBi acts semiregularly on the set of W-orbits in& - {Bi}. 
Now let s be a prime dividing b + 1 and let S be a Sylow s-subgroup of il4. 
Then by Lemma 2.11, S = SF is semiregular and S is the Sylow s-subgroup 
of the Frobenius kernel R of M. Let L be the normalizer of S in M. Then by 
the Frattini argument M = a .z, and as &? is nilpotent ([26, 5.19, a CL 
so that A?? = z. Thus Lgg is semiregular on F - (Bi} with orbits of length d, 
where possibly d = 1. Moreover the actions of MB, and hence also of LB! on 
(i) F - (Bi}, (ii) the set of W-orbits in A& - {&I, and (iii) the set of nontrivial 
P-orbits in .i& , are all equivalent. Thus all orbits of LBi and MBt in these sets 
have length d. Since / suppAt P [ = bp = -p + 0 (mod s) (as s divides! + l), 
S fixes some element of suppA, P. Suppose that S fixes e elements of Ai in an 
orbit P of P in ,& . Then as L, normalises S and P and as the LB ,P-orbit con- 
taining P has length dp, it follows that S fixes de elements of the LB.-orbit. 
Then since fix,% S C suppA, P we have 
1 fix,, S 1 = O(mod d). 
Next we show that d = 1. In order to do this let T be a conjugate of S in Y 
such that T C Ys, . Then as YB, is semiregular on the set of W-orbits in 
Ai - (Bi} with orbits of length d: and as 1 T 1 is prime to d (for d divides b 
and s divides b + l), it follows that T fixes each W-orbit in di setwise. 
Suppose that T fixes setwise some element C E& - {Bi}. By replacing T 
with a conjugate of T in Y,, if necessary, we may assume that C EF. Since T 
fixes all W-orbits in & setwise it follows that T fixes some D EF - {Bi} if and 
only if T fixes setwise the nontrivial P-orbit in the W-orbit containing D. 
Thus there is a l-1 correspondence + between (F n fixAi T) - (Bi} and the 
set of nontrivial P-orbits in ,$ fixed setwise by T such that if D E (F n fixA T) - 
VU then WI u W) is a W-orbit. Similarly if w’ is the unique conjugate of W 
in Yc then T fixes all W-orbits setwise and there is a 1-l correspondence 4’ 
between (F n fixAL T) - {C} and the set of nontrivial P-orbits in &. fixed 
setwise by T such that if D E (P n fixad T) - (C} then CD> u 4’(D) is a W-orbit. 
Then (F n fixdi T) u Im (b = (F n fixdi T) u Im $’ is fixed setwise by Y,, = 
<W, W’). By the minimality of Y, Y, = Y and so & = (F n fixzi T) u Im +. 
Thus T fixes every element of F and so T C N1: However 1 T / = 1 S 1 so that T 
is a Sylow s-subgroup of M. Hence, T is conjugate to S in M and this is impos- 
sible since T fixes each element of F while S acts nontrivially on F. Thus we 
conclude that the only element of & fixed by T is Bi , that is, 1 = / fixd, T I = 
/ fix,% S 1 = 0 (mod d). Therefore d = 1. 
We have shown that YAi is primitive (Lemma 2.10) and all its subconstituents 
are 2-transitive of degree p + 1. By [26, 17.71 it follows that j & / = p + 2. 
Next we show, 
2.13. LEMMA. If i <c then j Ai j =p + 2. 
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Proof. Let 1 Bi I = t. Then / Ai j = t(~ + 2) by Lemma 2.12. Let BZ = B 
and let fixRi P = B u C. Then N = N,(P) is transitive on B u C and has 
and C as blocks of imprimitivity. Hence, iVB = Nc is transitive on B and C. 
Also since W is normal in Y, the actions of NB on (i) C, (ii) the set of W-orbits 
in Ai - B, and (iii) the set of nontrivial P-orbits in Ai are all equivalent; in 
particular NB is transitive on the set of nontrivial P-orbits in di . Let y E C 
and let y E AT be such that y1~ E B. If I’ is the nontrivial P-orbit such that 
(y) v .l’ is a W-orbit, then PY is a P-orbit and for some .z E NB I pz = 1”. 
Then (y”“> u P is an orbit of WV”. Let Y, = <W, WYz). Since YO moves y’Jzr 
Ya # W and so by the minimality of Y, Ya = Y. Then since {y, y’gz} u P is an 
orbit of YO we have Ai = (y, y”“} u r. 
2.14. LEMMA. Suppose that Y has an og*bit A C suppa Wsuch that A r\ fix, 
contains a point /3. Then Ya is transitive on .A< for all i < c. 
Proof. Suppose that A is a Y-orbit containe in suppB W such that A 
contains a point p of fix, P. Since Ya contains P, Ya is either transitive on A1 
or fixes a point of A, or fixes a pair of points of A, . 
If YB fixes a point 01 of A, , so that Ys < Y, < Y, then Y has a set of blocks 
of imprimitivity in A of length x = 1 Y, : Ya i which is permuted in the same 
way as Y permutes A, . It follows that P has x nontrivial orbits and 2x fixed 
points in A. However, A is a union of nontrivial W-orbits and hence, 
I A n fix, P / is at most the number of nontrivial P-orbits in A. Tbis is a 
contradiction. 
If Ya fixes setwise a pair of points (01, ~1’1 of A, so that Ya < Yt,,,,) < I*, 
then Y has a set of blocks of imprimitivity in A of length x = / Yt,,,,) : YO j 
which is permuted in the same way as Y permutes the set of unordered pairs 
of distinct points of A, . Hence, P has x fixed points and x(p + 3)/2 nontrivial 
orbits in A. Since 4 < p we must have x = 1. It follows that A contains 
(P + 1)/2 nontrivial P-orbits which lie in W-orbits Ai with i > a, (that is 
di C supp, P). However the number of nontrivial P-orbits in Ai ) i > a is 
4 - a which is less than 412 < (p + 1)/2. Thus we have a contradiction V\:e 
conclude that Y. is transitive on A, and hence on Xi , for all i < c. 
‘Vb’e continue with the assumptions of Lemma 2.14 and define a subgroup Z 
of Ya . 
2.25. DEFINITION OF 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.14 Z is a sub- 
group of G satisfying the following three conditions. 
(i) P < z < Ya . 
(ii) 2 is transitive on Ai for i = l,..., t. 
(iii) Z is minimal by inclusion with respect to (i) and (ii), 
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Clearly, by minimality, Z is gencrated by its Sylow p-subgroups, and also 
Z is 3-transitive on Ai for i :z;: c. First WC‘ show, 
2.16. T,I~MMA. With the ussunzptions of Idemma 2.14, if .Z is a nontrivial 
Z-orbit which contains a point of fix, P, then Z I :- p + 2 and the actions of Z 
on 2’ and A, are equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose that r is a nontrivial Z-orbit distinct from the A; , i ~2 c, 
such that 2 contains a point CL of fix, I’. Then Z’C supp, W and Z, > I’. By 
the minimality of 2, Zti is intransitive on A, and so ZX has an orbit in A, of 
length p I 1 or p. 
Suppose that Z& has an orbit in A, of length p -- I and hence, fixes a point A 
.of A, . I& choosing a different point 3 if necessary we may assume that {A} = 
A, r\ fix,, 11’. Then Z has a set % of blocks of imprimitivity in z of length 
x : ZA : Z.y I which is permuted in the same way as Z permutes A, . Let B 
be the block containing h and Ict C be the other block which is fixed setwise 
by P. Since q < p it follows that P has exactly x’ nontrivial orbits in 2’ and that 
P fixes H and C pointwise. Let 1’V be the normalizer of 1 in Z. By [26, 3.71, 
h; is transitive on fix, P --: H u C, and so iVB is transitive on B and on C. 
h-w -,Yn ..y. ZB --. z, c< _ (Y,), . Let w’ be the subgroup generated by all the 
Svlow p-subgroups of Z, . ‘I’hen, as W is generated by all the Sylow p-subgroups 
of Y,, ) W’ c W so that each W-orbit contains at most one point of fix,, P. 
Also W’ is a normal subgroup of Z, , and so W is transitive on A, - {A} and 
hence, on 2 .- {B}. It follows that W’ has x orbits of length p + 1 in 2’ - B; 
and also that the actions of .VB on (i) C, (ii) the set of W-orbits in ,X - H, 
and (iii) the set of nontriv*ial P-orbits in Marc all equivalent, and hence, transitive. 
Let y F C. Since N is transitive on B u C there is a g in A7 such that y” E B. 
Let 1‘ bc the P-orbit in z’such that {y} u P is a W-orbit. Then 1’” is a nontrivial 
P-orbit in 2 and so for some h E XB , Pa/l - P, and of course ygh E B. Then 
(y, y”“} u f’ is an orbit of ZO 7 (W’, TV’~“), and as this set consists of one 
point of each element of 2’, Z,, is transitive on 2 and hence, on A, . by the 
minimality of Z, Z,, = Z and so E {y, ~7”) u P and is permuted by Z in the 
same way as Z permutes A, . 
‘I’hus \VC may assume that Z% has an orbit of length p in A, and hence, that 
Z, C: ZtA.,,,) , where (A, A’} = A, n fix, P. Then Z has a set of blocks of 
imprimitivity in 2 of length x =_- I ZtA,d,l : Z, 1 which is permuted in the same 
way as Z permutes the set of unordered pairs of distinct points of A, . IIencc, 
3’ has .t fixed points and X(P -i 3)/2 nontrivial orbits in ,?J, and as q < p wc 
must have x -: 1. Clearly then this orbit 2 is the only nontrivial Z-orbit con- 
taining a point of fix,, P such that the action of Z on it is not equivalent to the 
action of Z on A, . If there arc exactly d nontrivial Z-orbits containing points 
of fix, P then suppn Z n fix,, P : ..= 2(d -- 1) 1 1 -= 2d -- 1. Also the number 
of nontrivial P-orbits in these d orbits is (d- l)f(p+3)/2 7.: d+( p’- 1)/2 < q. 
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St follows that 2 permutes less than q points of fix, P, and hence, that Theo- 
rem B(G) is true with H = Z. This is a contradiction and hence, Lemma 2.16 
is proved. 
Using the results of Lemmas 2.14 and 2.16 we shall show that the only 
~o~tr~v~al Y-orbits containing points of fix, P are the orbits Ai ) 1 < i < c, 
thus super-ceding Lemmas 2.14 and 2.16. 
2.17. ~LE&%M;~. The set supp, Y n fix, PC Qgi~.o Ali , so dhat j suppa Y a 
fiXQ P 1 = 2c = 262. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that Y has an orbit A C supp, W such that 
A i3 fix, P contains a point /?. By Lemma 2.14 YB is transitive on fl; ) md so 
if A, n fix, W = (A.1 then YA is transitive on A. Now l/r/ is a normal subgroup 
04: Y,, and so W is l/2-transitive on A. Therefore, since the ~~orb~t in A. con- 
taming @ has length g, + 1, (by Lemma 2.61, A is a union of ~-orbits of ~e~~t~ 
p~1,thatisj~~=x(~~+1),forsomex~~%.ThusforaZ1y~19n~x,P 
there is a P-orbit F(y) such that (r> u I’(y) is a W-orbit, 
Xow we shall examine the orbits of Z and 2, in A. Since Z, 5 YA , Z, permutes 
the set of W-orbits in A, and so 2, fixes a point y E A (7 fix, $ if and only if 
Z,, fixes F(y) setwise. Moreover if 2, does not fix some point y E A PI fix, P 
th.en by Lemma 2.16, the Z-orbit Z: containing y has length p + 2 and Z; is 
the stabilizer of a point say y’ of Z: Clearly (y’) = (Z n fix, P) - (y) and so 
A’ -- {r’> which is an orbit for Z, must be {r> U II”). Bt fcdows that .ZA I;;xes 
every ~~orbit in A setwise. 
Suppose that Z fixes a point y of A. Then y E $xG P and we shah show that 
Z fixes F’(y) setwise: Let 2 be the Z-orbit ~ont~~~~~ I’(y). Tf .Z contained a 
point of fix, P then by Lemma 2.16,2, would fix a point of Z and be transitive 
on the other p + 1 points. This however is impossible since Z, fixes the W-orbit 
(~1 w P(y) and hence, fixes In(y) setwise. Thus EC 5q9pn P. Let 1 Z j = k$* 
Then as Z,, fixes all the W-orbits in A setwise, .ZA fixes ail the P-orbits in 2 
setwise, that is ZA has k orbits of length p in z1. It follows that if 6 E Z then Z8 
has k orbits in Al ~ However by 126, 17.41 ah Zs-orbits in A, have Length a 
multiple of fp + z)j(p + 2, kp) = (p + 2)j(p + 2, k) 2 (p + 2)/k. Thus .z6 
has k orbits in AI each of length precisely (p + 2)/k. Bn the other hand ZA is 
2-transitive on A, - (A> of degree p + f and / Z, : ZAhs i =$53; thus by 526, 87.11, 
ZA8 is transitive on A, - {A). It f 11 o ows that ii = 1, that is Z fixes Z = f(y) 
setwise. 
Now we can complete the proof of the lemma. Since Z fixes the point fi of 
A R fixo P (by definition), by the previous paragraph I’(p) is a Z-orbit of 
length p. Xow by [14, Corollary 21, Z 4 is either S-transitive, or is PGL(2, F) 
or Pr&(2,29 in its usual representation of degree p + 2 = 2” + 1, where d’ 
is prime. Suppose first that Z is 5-transitive on .A1 and let (A, Xl = Al f~ fixa P, 
and 6 E r(f?). Then by [26, 17.11 it follows that Z8 is ~-t~a~~~t~ve on A, and so 
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. . 
] Z,,,f : Z,,,,,? / =p. Since Z,,,,* is 3-transrtrve and Z,,,t is intransitive on 
fl, - (h, X’} it follows from [7, Satz 31 that Z,,, t is the stabilizer of a point h” of 
A, - (X, X,>. Thus 2, is not 3-transitive on fl, , but Z,,,( is 2-transitive on 
fl, - (h, h’, h”). This contradicts [26, 13.21. Thus 5% is PGL(2, 29 or PrL(2,29 
where p = 2d - 1 and d is prime. Since 1 2 : 2, / = p and since 1 2 j is not 
divisible by p2 it follows that ~(.Z”I n PGL(2, 27) : (2:~ n PGL(2,27)1 =p. 
This contradicts a theorem of Galois, (see [4, Theorem 262, p. 2861). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.17. 
We are now in a position to obtain easily the following information. 
2.18. LEMMA. The set B = suppo W n fix, P is a block of imprimitivity of 
length a for the normalizer No(P) in fur, P. In particular G is not 2-transitive, 
and a < q. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that N,(P) contains an element g such that 
Bg # B and Bg n B contains a point 01. Then (W, WQ) # W and its support 
is contained in (suppo W) u Bg, a set of less than qp + 2a points. We could 
have chosen Y in Definition 2.7 to be a subgroup of (W, Wg), and then we 
would have a contradiction to Lemma 2.17. Thus B is a block of imprimitivity 
for No(P) in fix, P. Since 1 < 4/2 < a = 1 B j < q <f, B is a nontrivial 
block for No(P) in fixo P and so by [26, 9.41, G is not a-transitive. If a = q 
then N,(P) contains an element which permutes the points of fix, P n suppo Y 
nontrivially and fixes all nontrivial P-orbits setwise (since all nontrivial Y-orbits 
in this case have length p + 2). This contradicts a result of L. L. Scott [23]. 
All that remains to be proved is that f = 2a. So let us now assume that 
f > 2a and derive a contradiction. First we show 
2.19. LEMMA. If N = No(P) then N n No(W) = NB . 
Proof. Let g E NB and set W, = {W, Wg). Then suppo W, = supps W = 
(suppo P) u B. If g $ No( W) then W is a proper subgroup of W, , and by 
the maximality of W, some W,-orbit contains at least two points of fix, P. 
Thus Theorem B(ii) is true with H = W, , which is a contradiction. Thus 
g E N n NG( W). Conversely N n NG( W) fixes B = suppo W n fix, P setwise. 
Now set N = No(P), and let F = (Bg; g E N}. Then N is transitive on fix, P 
and hence on F. It follows from Lemma 2.19 that there are exactly e = f/a 
conjugates of W by elements of N, namely W, = W, W, ,..., W, , and the 
actions of N on F and on the set ( W, , W, ,..., W,} by conjugation are equivalent. 
We may assume that Y = (W, , W,), and we shall denote fix, P n supp, Wi 
by Bi, (B, = B), and ( Wi, Wj) by Yij , (so YIz = Y), where 1 < i < e, 
1 <j < e, i <j. Then suppo Yij = suppo P u Bi u Bj and N n Yij inter- 
changes Bi and Bj , (for as a > q/2, Yci has an orbit containing points of Bi , 
Bj and suppsa P). It follows that NF is the symmetric group S, . Thus NB 
contains an element mapping B, to Bs , and hence, conjugating W, to Ws , 
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and Y to Y13. It follows that k;, has a orbits of length p -+ 2 (and other orbits 
are contained in suppa P), and the nontrivial P-orbits in these a orbits are 
the same as those contained in the a orbits of Y of length p f 2. Co~seque~t~~ 
Y’ = {Y, Y& = (WI , ‘tyz , W;> has a orbits of length p i; 3 and other orbits 
are contained in suppa P. By a result of Jordan f26, 1X9] and since Y’ is 
generated by p-elements, Y’ acts faithfu~iy as &+a on each of these a orbits 
of length p + 3. 
Now as a < 9 by Lemma 2.18, Y’ does indeed have an orbit Z _C suppB P. 
Let I.22 1 = kp, where 1 < k < 4 - a < 4/2 < (p - 1)/Z. Let Z; ,..., Z, be 
the Y/-orbits of lengthp + 3. Since 1 G I and hence, j Y’ / is not divisible by@“, 
p > 5. Let a E L’ and consider the action of Yl on Z; s If Yi is transitive on Z; 
then (see [l, pp. 476477]& kp = 1 Y’ : Yi 1 > ((p 4 3)/2)!/2 >p(p - I)& 
which is a contradiction since k < (p - 1)/2. Thus IiJi is ~ntra~s~t~ve on ZI 
and so (see [I]), kp = j Y’ : I’: 1 2 (p + 3)~~(p + 3 - t+)! r!, for some I < T < 
(p + 3)/Z!. Since k < (p - l)j2 we must have P = 1 so that 4’, is contained 
in the stabilizer in Y’ of a point of .Zr . Thus p i- 3 divides j Y’ : YL i = kp* 
which is impossible. 
From this contradiction we conclude that f = 2a and hence Theorem 
proved. 
3. PROOF OF kOREi% 
Let G be a primitive permutation group on a set Q of n points and suppose 
that for a E Q, G, has an orbit PI(a) in Q such that G2(Xj is A, or S, acting 
on the set of n1 = / F,(a)/ = c(c - I)/2 unordered pairs of distinct points, 
where c 2 5. 
3. I. LEMMA. If G is %dransitive then eit?zer 
(a) n = 11, c = 5, G = PSL(2, ll), W 
(b) n = 16, c = 6, G kas a regular ~~~a1 ~~~on~= 
PR@. If G is 2-transitive then by [15, Theorem 4,3], c is 5 or 6 and the 
lemma is true, (see for example Sims’ list [X]). 
Thus Theorem D is true if G is 2-transitive, so assume that G is not %transi- 
the. Let T$(a), j = l,..., Y, be the orbits of G, in Q - {olj, T > 2. Assume that 
for allj > 1, ?zj = / F,(a)1 < n, = c(c - 1)/Z. Since I”,(,) is the only orbit of 
GN of length 1~1) T,(E) must be self-paired. 
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(b) If c > 6 and if y E I’,(,) for some j > 1 ihen G:;(l) is isomorphic 20 
A,_, or S,-, and has two orbits of length c - I and (‘;I). Moreover nj is divisible 
by c, and G, has a set 2;. of c blocks ofimprimititity in I’,(,) which is permuted as 
A, or s, . 
Proof. Let X be the kernel of G, on FI(cu), let y E r,(a) for some j > 1, 
and consider Gi;(” = G,..X/X. Since X is normal in G, ) X is l/Ztransitive 
on I’,(a) with orbits of length xj say. Then G”l(“) : Gs;‘“’ ’ .-: i G, : G&.,X 1 :-.: 
nj/sj < C(C - 1)/2. If G,$(“) is transitive then F,(a) is contained in an orbit of 
G, of length at least n, , and so r,(a) :-: rI(y). Thus T,(E) is fixed setwise by 
<G, , G,, =- G, which is a contradiction. Hence, Gil’“’ is not transitive. In 
particular Gf;(‘) is not a 2-transitive subgroup of S, in its natural representation, 
and so does not contain A, . Let H be a maximal proper subgroup of G2’“’ 
containing Gr.(“) such that H f A, . If H is an intransitive subgroup of S, in 
its natural representation then (see [I]) (g) > ?zj > ! G2(*’ : H j = 1:) for some 
1 < t < [c/2]. Thus t := 1 and H is A-, or SC-, . Then ! H : GL>(*) / < 
(c - 1)/2. By a similar argument G;;(R) is a transitive subgroup of SC-, and so 
since [c/211,/2  (c - I)/2 f or all c 3 5 it follows from [l] that Gf;‘“’ is A,-,. 
or SC-, . 
If II is a transitive subgroup of S, then by [l], (3 > 1 G:‘“’ : H i > 
[(c i- l)j2]!, which by [l, Remark 1.51 is impossible for c > 8. Thus 5 < c < 8. 
Let x = 1 G?(*) : If I. Then x divides nj/.xj . If H is imprimitive on c points 
then H is a maximal subgroup of G?(O), and (see [I]) x is ~!/(a!)~ b! whcrc 
a > 1, b > 1, ab :. c. Since c < nj < c(c - 1)/2 and s divides ni it follows 
that c = 6 and nj : s = 10, xi = 1. Thus II = (;,r:(*) is a maximal subgroup 
of G”l(“) of index 10 and G, is primitive on F,(x) of dcgrce 10. It follows from 
[24, ;. 1781 that (;, is 2-primitive on ri(~) and so by [2] G, has an orbit of 
length at least 20, which is a contradiction. Hence, N is primitive and not 
2-transitive on c points and has order II j > c!/‘2nj > (c - 2)!. I317 [24, 
p. 1781, c = 5 and H --= G:;(a) N D,, . 
Thus either Gr;‘“’ is A,-, or SC-, , or c = 5 and G$‘1’ is L),, . Suppose 
first that c = 5. ‘I’hcn as nj < c(c - I)/2 - 10 for allj > 1, nj is 5 or 6 for all 
j > 1. It follows that G, is 2-transitive on each Is(z), j :> 1. By [3, ‘l’heorems 1 
and 21, G has rank 3 and hence, has degree 16 or 17. By [24], and since 1 G / 
is divisible by n . c!/2, it follows that II = 16 and G has a regular normal 
subgroup. 
Thus assume that c > 6. Then Gc;CJ’ is A,-, or SC_., and has two orbits in 
I’,(z) of lengths c - 1 and (‘;I). Clearly nj is divisible by c. Moreover G, has 
a subgroup Y of index c containing G%.,X 2 G,., and the orbit B of Y in F,(a) 
containing y is a block of imprimitivity of G, of length i Y : G,., : :.I nJc. 
Thus G, has a set Zj = {Bg, g E G,} of c blocks of imprimitivity in T,(U) which 
arc permuted as A, or S, . 
Thus to prove Theorem D we may assume that c 3 6. 
Aooj”. 13~ I,emma 3.2, G*, has orbits of length c - I, (‘;‘) in both I;(s) 
and I’,(y). If I;(a) == Y,(y) then this set would be fired by (G, , G.,, 7 G, 
which is a contradiction. Hence it is sufficient to show that the orbit A of G,., 
in I’,b/) of Icnqth (‘;I) lies in r,(a). Suppose to the contrarv that A c Y>(2) 
1.’ ior some i :. 1. R; Lemma 3.2, Ge has a set Zi := (B, ,..., B$‘say of blocks of 
imprimitivity in ITi( and so 113, n A is either empty or a block of imprimitivity 
for G,, in A, for k = I,..., c. However G,,. acts primitively on A since c + 6, 
and so for each /z, B, n A j is 0, 1, or A I. Since A ;x c : Zi ~ and since 
Ai .-- (c - I) 2 :;-. ?ri:c = Blz I, this is clearly impossible. Thus A c I;(n) 
and the lemma is proved. 
3.4. I,t<\i\l.\. Ijp E I;(a) thz T,(u) n l;(p) is an whit o,f Gaf, of lengtlz (‘,“)\ 
or c --= 6 and T,(3) n T,(B) is 0 or 8. 
ProoJ If;3 E F,(2) then (gas has orbits of length 2(c .-- 2), (“I’) in I, - $3: 
and 7;(;3) i.11. Hy a similar argument to that of Lemma 3.3, I;(a) 0 7’r(,8) is 
not -F,(,Y) - (,!?j. Thus for c >, 6 it is suRicicnt to show that the orbit A of CTx, 
in iyr(/?) of length (‘is) lies in 7’,(a). Suppose to the contrary that A C f:;(xj for 
some i I:- ! _ I$ Lemma 3.2, Gz has a set I’, :- {H, ,..., H,j of blocks of imprimi- 
tivity in T,(n), and so R,; n A is either empty or a block of imprimitivity for (;,,] 
in A. for each k -- I,.... c. If c >p 6, G,, is primitive on A and so for each /z. 
B,nAlisO. Ior’A,.Since A >c= r/andsince;A’>(c - I);;2 1.. 
71,,‘C : II,. ‘, this is impossible. Thus c = 6 and !“,(a) f~ 7’,(fi) is eit!xr A oi 
has order 0 or qc -- 2) -- 8. 
The proof of Theorem D for c > 6 follow immediately from Lemma 3.4 
2nd [13: ‘I’hcorem, Cast II]. So let c = 6 and consider the rI-graph of G, that 
is the undirected graph, (since r,( a is self-paired), with ;3oint set Q and edge ) 
set {{rj, ;d’Jj: ,i’ c: G, 0. c J-2, j5- fz I-,(:%)). By T. emma 3.3? ail points arc at distan.ce 
at most 2 from 2. Then X =- D - (i;(a) u {a)) is th c set of points at d.istancc 2 
from :x, and by Lemma 3.2, ! X r i is divisible by c - 6. Counting the number 
of ordered pairs ((/I, y); 13 E I+,(*), y c X, y i: I’&?)) wc haw from Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.4. .Y (‘;I) =. rzl(nl --- X - I), II-here X .: j I;(n) n /vl(,8)i s 0, (‘;‘) := 6: 
or 8 for SE f;(n). Since <Y: is divisible by c y- 6 and since n, : (g) : ! 5 
it fOlloWS thr:.t h 6, / ,Y 1 -.: 12, and IZ -: 2X =: (ii). It follows from [13] thrt 
G is .(I, or- ,Sa on unordered pairs. ‘I’hus ‘Thcorcm LI is proved. 
4. PROOF OF ‘l’HI:ORE~I <: 
Suppose that G is a primitive permutation group on a set Q of n points and 
that c :; 9 is an integer such that ?z < c?. Suppose fxthcr that either (case (a)) 
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G has a composition factor isomorphic to A, , or (case (b)) for DI in Q, G, has 
a composition factor isomorphic to A, . We shall prove the theorem by induction 
on n. In case (a) n 3 c and if n is c or c + 1 conclusion (a) is true. Similarly 
in case (b), n > c + 1, and if n = c + 1 conclusion (b) is true. So we assume 
inductively that n > c + 1 and that the theorem is true for groups of degree 
less than n. 
Suppose first that G has a composition factor A,. Let L be the (unique) 
largest normal subgroup of G such that L has no composition factor A, . Let M 
be a normal subgroup of G containing L such that M/L is a nontrivial minimal 
normal subgroup of G/L. Then M/L is semisimple and has a composition 
factor A, , so M/L N A,” that is, the direct product of x copies of A, for some 
x > 1. 
4.1. LEMMA. In case (a), if L = 1, then G is A, OT S, acting on the set of 
unordered pairs of distinct points, and Theorem C is true. 
Proof. If L = 1 then M N A,” is a normal subgroup of G. Suppose first 
that x 3 2. Let Ml F A, be a normal subgroup of M, and let M = Ml x nil, . 
Since G is primitive on Q, M is transitive on Q, and so Ml is l/2-transitive 
on 8 with, say, y orbits of length n/y. As Ml !z A, , n/y > c, so thaty < n/c < c. 
However M2 must permute the set of y orbits of Ml transitively, while 
M2 N A:-’ has no transitive representation of degree y with 1 < y < c. Hence, 
y = 1, and so by [26, 4.5’1, / M2 / < 12 < 8, which is a contradiction. Thus 
M c1 A, . Let C be the centralizer of M in G. Then C is normal in G and 
C n M = 1. If C is nontrivial, then since L = 1, C has a composition factor A, . 
Then by [26,4.5’], c!/2 < j C ] < n < c2, which is a contradiction. Thus C = 1 
and G < Aut A, = S, . Now M = A, is transitive on 9 of degree n, where 
c + 1 < n < c2. If M, is a transitive subgroup of A, in its natural representation 
on a set of c points then by [l], c2 > n 3 [(c + 1)/2]!/2. Thus c is 9 or 10. 
Let c = 9. If ME is imprimitive of degree 9 then 1 n/r, 1 < (3!)4/2, while if M, 
is primitive of degree 9 then by [24], j ME 1 < 1512. Thus n = 1 M : M, 1 > 
9!/2.1512 > c2, which is a contradiction. Similarly if c = 10 and M, is imprimi- 
tive of degree 10 then j M, / ,< (5!)2, while if MU is primitive of degree 10, 
1 M, 1 < 1440. Thus n = 1 M : M, I 3 10!/2(5!)2 > 100, which is a contra- 
diction. Thus M, is an intransitive subgroup of A, in its natural representation 
and so by [I], n is divisible by (F) for some 1 < t < c/2. Since n < c*, t is 1 
or 2. Since / G : M / < 2 clearly G, fixes a point or a pair of points in the natural 
representation of S, as t is 1 or 2 respectively. Since G, is a maximal subgroup 
of G and since n > c it follows that n = (3 and G, is the stabilizer of an un 
ordered pair of points. Thus the lemma is proved. 
Thus we may assume that L f 1. Then L is transitive on 9 and G, has a 
composition factor A, since MJL, ‘v M/L. Since none of the groups in the 
conclusion of part (b) have A, as a composition factor, in order to complete 
the proof of part (a) it is sufficient to prove part (b). 
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Hence, assume that, for oc E Q, G, has a composition factor isomorphic to A, e 
Let r; ,..., r, be the orbits of 6, in .Q - (a>, Y > I, and let ni = j .I?, j for 
1 < i < r. By [26, l&2], A, is a section (that is a factor group of a subg~~~~~ 
of G? for 1 < i < t, and so each ni 2 C. Now let M be the smallest normaf 
subgroup of 6, such that GJM has no composition factor isomorphic to A, . 
ThenA&+ 1. 
Let S, be such that IkP # 1. By similar arguments to those used in Lemma I A 
we shall obtain a primitive permutation group associated with Gfi which 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem C. Let ES be the set of orbits of M in Pi ” 
Then Xi is a set of blocks of imprimitivity for G, in I?i and 3~‘~ = / Xi j is maximal 
such that G~J has no composition factor A, . Let .I& E iTi and let .E& be the 
setwise stabilizer of Bij in G, , (possibly Bi, = I’,). Let 11 C Biif D f J& t be 
a block of imprimitivity for EJ$ such that j D / is maximal (possibly / la / == I>. 
Then D is a block of imprimitivity for G, in I’6 . Let A, = (IF; g E GE> and 
& = (IF’; g E Sri,). By the maxima&y of / 6) j, $I$ is a pin&e group of 
degree yi = ’ Aij j, Then n, = / .Fi j = xiyi / D / = xiyixi say. 
malitv of j & j, A, is a composition factor of G$, and since MAi is nontrivial, 
A, is-a composition factor of I&‘*. Then clearly A, is a composition factor of 
M”ij, and hence of H$s for each j = I,..., xi. Since / Liij / < j .Fi j < n, by 
induction I@J E A, or S, and the representation is either on yi = c points 
or on the yi = c(c - I)/2 unordered pairs of distinct points. Finally, by the 
definition of M, Ik?Aij N A,, for j = I,..,, xi. 
4.2. LEMMA. If for some ri such that llP* is nontrivial yi = c(c - ! j/2, t/m 
G is AG.L2 OP s,,, in its repyesenration on the set of ulzo&red p&s of distimt 
points, and shekel C is true. 
Proof. Suppose that for some i, where &Pi ?i: I, yi = C(C - 1)/2. If YQ > yi 
then ni > 8 - c, and since all nj 3 c and ?a < c2 it follows that G is 2-tmrsitive 
of degree n = ca - c $- 1. However a 3-cycle in A, then permutes exactly 
6(c - 2) points of J2 and so by [26, 15.11, 6(~ - 2) 3 (?z - 2n1/2)/3 > 
(8 - 3c + 1)/3. Hence, c < 19. If u is a prime less than c and a Sylow z-sub- 
group of the stabilizer of two points fixes x points of -0 then x divides ) G i/z1 by 
f26, 9.47. By the following careful choice of u we obtain a conti-adiction for a!1 
c + 12. 
c 19 18 17 16 15 1% 13 11 EO 9 
u 13 11 11 s 7 7 7 7 7 5 
x 31 43 31 31 57 43 31 13 7 13 
FinaIIy if c = 12 then a Scycle in A, fixes 43 points of Q while a S-element 
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of degree 10 in /I, fixes three points of Q. It follows from [26, 9.41 that 43 
divides ! G 1, which is a contradiction. 
Thus n, =.. yi . By Theorem D, either Lemma 4.2 is true or for somcj +- i, 
Itj > ni . Assume the latter is true. Then c’ > n > 1 -1. ni -.f ?zj GY I -j c2 - c, 
and as each subdcpree is at least c it follows that PZ = 1 -+- ni --I aj . Ivoiv since 
77, = yi , &I is transitive on ri , and as G is not 2-transitive it follows from 
136, 13.11 that .Wj is nontrivial. Thus nj =- N.J. , 13aj and yj is c or C(C -- 1),‘2. If 
3’j = c then C(C - I)/2 < nj - xYzjc :- 1~ - I - ?zi < C(C + 1)!2, that is .yjaj 
is (c - 1)!2 or c/2. On the other hand if yj I-- c(c - I)/2 then clearly fzj -- yj . 
‘I’hus nj is either c(c -- I)!2 or S/2. To show that this situation is impossible 
we use the notation of D. G. Higman [6] for suborbits; set T,(Z) ri, 
I;(r) =- 1; , and if @ = j3 for someg E G, set r&3) = J’+(a)“, and r,(b) r,(a)“. 
Let ,B E r,(m). Then G,, has orbits of length 2(c - 2) and (“i”) in T,(E) - t/3). 
Since r,(a) A r@) is a union of orbits of G,?, in r,(a) - (/3>, X . 1 I;(M) A 1’&3)1 
is 0,2(c -- 2), (‘i*), or (i) - I. Supp ose first that IQ -: ni . Then b!; [6, I‘emma 51, 
p :--. , I:(ci) n r,(r)‘, where y E r,(a), is (@ - 1, (‘i’), 2(c - 2), or 0 respcctiveiy. 
By [6, Corollar\l 3 to Lemma 51, p $ 0. Bq’ [6, Lemma 71, d -. (h - /L)’ -) 
4(ni - cl) is a square. Tf /\ --- 0, d = (ni - 1)’ 1 $ 4 is clearly not a square. rf 
X = 2(c - 2) then d :-- x2 -1 4(2z --. 3), where x = (c* - 9c -L 14)‘2. If c 3 16 
thensa<d<(x:-! 1)*sothatdisnotasquarc.Tf12<c<15thcn(xT l)*< 
d < (X -!- 2)* and again d is not a square. If c is 9 or 10 then d is 109 or 212 
respectively neither of which is a square. Hence, c = II and d =: 400. By 
[6. Lemma 71, since n :-: I -+ 2n, is odd, 40 divides 2ni(I + X) = 2.5.1 I .19, 
a contradiction. Thus h L: (“;‘) and d:-x*-I 2(c*-5~1-8) where .x2 
(c” - 9r 1 14)/2. If c 2: 15 then (X --/. 2)* < d < (x + 3)2, while if 1 I :<; c < 14 
then (X -) 3)” < d < (s T 4)2. If c is 9 or 10 then d is 137 or 260 rcspcctivcly. 
Thus d is not a square. 
Finally suppose that nj := c */2. It follows from [6, Lemma 51 that c!2 divides 
X 7 I and this is impossible for any of the possible values for /\. Thus Lemma 4.2 
is proved. 
Thus we may assume that for all i such that AQi is nontrivial, yi = c. Xcxt 
we prove. 
4.3. LEMMA. For ull i, Mri is pront~ivial. 
Proqf. Suppose (to be drfinite) that M fixes r, pointwise. By [26, 18.21, 
A,: is a section of Gil, but by definition of M, JjI, is not a composition factor 
of (;,‘I. By “Bertrand’s Postulate” (see [5, p. 68]), there is a prime u satisfying 
(c + I)/2 < u < c - 1, so that c < 2u -- 2. Then u divides ! G,/M and I M !. 
Suppose first that for all i for which 11~“‘~ 7’ I, a zr-element .in il:! fixes point- 
wise each element of di it fixes setwise. Then (since all representations of A, 
of degree c are equivalent) M contains a u-element which permutes either 0 
or ziu elements of dij for allj = I,..., .ri and all i such that iW~ is nontrivial. 
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This u-element therefore permutes at most C xixiU = C niU/c < nu/c < cu < 
(2~ - 2)~ points of 0. By [17, Theorem E]: j G j is not divisible by u3. Thus u2 
does not divide j G: I. Let X = Op’(G2). Then clearly A, is a section (but 
not a composition factor) of X. Let Y be a normal subgroup of G> properly 
contained in X and such that X/Y is a minimal normal subgroup of Gs/Y. 
Then 1 X/Y / is divisible by u but not u2 and hence, X/Y is isomorphic to a 
simple group S the order of which is divisible by U. Since I Y 1 is prime to u 
it follows that A, is a section of S, and clearly S f A, (as otherwise A, would 
be a composition factor of G?). Thus I S / 3 c!. As M # 1, M must act non- 
trivially on some ri . For such a I’i , by [26, 18.21, G, has a subgroup hi such 
that S is a composition factor of Wi. If S is a composition factor of W then 
xi > c, and n > xizic 3 c2, a contradiction. Thus U acts trivially on Zi . Since 
the action induced by G, on each Aij is A, or S, and I S / > 1 A, j) S is not a 
composition factor of UAij for any j = l,..., xi . Thus U acts trivially on di 
and therefore S is a composition factor of LTD, for some D E Ai . It follows that 
zi = / D / >, c and n > zic > c2, a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that Mrz f 1 say and if D E A, then the action induced 
on D by M contains an element of order u. In particular 1 D i = a2 > u and so 
na >, cu > $12. Thus n, = cx2 , r, is the only suborbit with z2 >, U, and 
c/2 < u < z2 = q/c < (n - 1 - zr)/c < c - 1. Let D E A,, and let X be 
the setwise stabilizer of D in M. Then XAzl-{n) is A,-, or S,-, and as x.; < c - 1, 
XD does not have a composition factor A,-, . Thus if K is the kernel of M on 
A,, then / XD : KD 1 is 1 or 2. Hence, KD has order divisible by U. Now for a!1 
i such that MT* # 1 and for allj = I,..., xi ) KAij is a normal subgroup of M”:i 
and hence is A, , S, , or 1. Therefore if R is the intersection of the kernels of 
the actions of M on A, for i such that Mr* f 1, then ?P has order divisible by 2, 
(since A, is not a composition factor of KD). W e s b owed above that the only i 
for which zi 3 ZL is i = 2. Thus an element of order u in K permutes only 
points of r, , and as zz < c - 1 < 2u such an element permutes at most 
xzcu = cu < (2u - 2)~ points. By [17, Theorem E] i G 1 is not divisible by 21’: 
which is a contradiction since / G, : M 1) j M : R i ) and I R i are a11 divisible 
by u. Thus Lemma 4.3 is proved. 
Thus for all i, Mr* # I, and ni = xizic. Let M be the intersection of the 
kernels of the actions of G, on ,Zi for i = I,... , Y. Then M >, M and for all i? j* 
&FA~~ is A or S e I?- 
4.4. LEMMA. M has only one composition factor isomorphic to A, and hence, 
the actions of l?f on Aid are equivalent fey all 1 <,j < xi , 1 < i < T. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that i@ has only one composition factor d, . 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.3 let u be a prime satisfying (c + I)/2 < u < c - 1, 
(and hence, c < 2u - 2). If u2 does not divide j ii? then 1% has only one 
composition factor A, , so assume that u2 divides 1 M 1~ Suppose first that for 
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all i, a u-element in &? fixes pointwise each element of d, it fixes setwise. Then 
M contains a u-element permuting at most C xix,u = (C ni) u/c < cu < 
(2~ - 2)~ points. By [17, Theorem E], u3 does not divide / G 1, and indeed u3 
does not divide [ Gc2) /, where, Gt2) is the 2-closure of G in the sense of Wielandt, 
(see [27]). Thus a Sylow u-subgroup U of m, and hence, of Gc2), has order u2. 
By [17, Theorem C] it follows that U has an orbit of length u2. This orbit lies 
in u (D; D E &) for some i, i, and as 1 Aij 1 = c < u2, some u-element in U 
fixes setwise an element of Aid and acts nontrivially on it, which is a contradiction. 
Thus for some A,$ and some D E Aij there is a u-element in %! fixing D 
setwise and permuting D nontrivially. Then ni > .zic > UC > c2/2 and so 
ni = a+ and there is only one I’, with this property. Now zic = ni < n < c2 
and so xi < c - 1. If zi = c - 1 then G is 2-transitive and Gif 3_ A, . By [19] 
only the identity fixes an element of Ai pointwise and hence G, has only one 
composition factor R, . So assume that xi < c - 1. Let D E Ai, and let X be 
the setwise stabilizer of D in 2. Then X”il-(rJ) is A,-, or S,-, and A,-, is not a 
composition factor of XD. So if K is the kernel of a on Ai, , 1 XD : KD / is 1 
or 2 and therefore j KD / is divisible by u. For all i, j, KAsj is a normal subgroup 
of MAtj and hence, KA*j is A, , S, , or 1. Thus if i?? is the intersection of the 
kernels of the actions of M on Aij for all i, j, then / KD I is divisible by u, (for 
A, is not a composition factor of KD). Since there is only one xi > u and 
zi < c < 2u, a u-element of K permutes at most cu < (2~ - 2)~ points. By 
[17, Theorem E], u3 does not divide / G I. Thus u2 does not divide [ m/K I and 
as a has no composition factors A, , (since all xi < c), %? has only one composi- 
tion factor A, . This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Now let K be the kernel of the action of M on A,, . By Lemma 4.4, K is the 
kernel of the action of &? on any Adj . Let u be an odd prime, u < c/2. Let 
g E il;l be a u-element which acts on AlI as a u-cycle. Then g acts on each Aij 
as a u-cycle. Suppose first that for all i, if a u-element in %? fixes an element D 
of A, setwise then it fixes D pointwise. Then g has order u and I suppog I = 
c x$y = (C nJ u/c < w/c < cu. If g’ E M is a conjugate of g such that g 
and g’ permute disjoint subsets of A,, it follows that suppog n suppog’ = (6. 
Such an element exists since c 3 2~. On the other hand if g’ is a conjugate of g 
such that supp, g n supp,g’ # 4, then g and g’ have at least one fixed point 
in common. Since any u-element in G, - M permutes at least u elements of 
some Zi and hence, at least cu > I suppng j points, we may assume that g’ E x. 
By our assumption about u-elements g’ acts nontrivially on some and hence 
every Aij and since suppo g n suppog’ f $, (g, g’) permutes less than 2u 
elements of some and hence, every A,, . Hence, I(g, g’)“ij j = I(g, g’}: 
<g, g’) n K I is not divisible by u2. By our assumption 1 K j is not divisible by u 
and so (g), (g’) are Sylow u-subgroups of (g, g’> and hence, are conjugate in 
<g, g’). It follows from [17, Theorem A] that G is either AGL(m, 2) with 
n=2” or A, or S,. Thus G is 3-transitive and so Y = 1, x,x, = 1, and 
n = 1 + c, whereas we are assuming that n > c + 1. Thus 
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By ‘“Bertrand’s postulate,” (see [5, p. 68]), if c > IO there is a prime u such 
that 3 < (C + 5)/4 < u < c/2, and if c = 9 set u = 3 3 (c + 5)/ 
Lemma 4.5, for some i, say i = k, xfi 2 u > (c -k 5f/4. Thus as sz = 
1 + ZI; x&g < 8, we have C xizi < c < 421 and so there are at most three 
values of i with xi 3 u. Next we show; 
4.6. ~~R~/~~A* G is not 2-tramitive. 
Pro& If G is 2-transitive then n = 2 + x,zic = 4. j- qc say, and x1 > g 3 
(C-+5),ILt9 X,<3, and p=xlxl<c--1. Let .DEd, and LetL,E be the 
setwise and pointwise stabilizers of 6) in a respectively. Then Lk+*~ = L/K” 
is A,,-, or SC-, , Suppose that EA~r-@i = LKjK 2 A,, . Then \ 6, : IX 1 is I 
QK 2 and so / LD : KD / is 1 or 2. By Lemma 4.5 j LD / and hence, j JP 1 is 
divisible by every odd prime not greater than c/2. If K is semiregular on 51 - {c$ 
then we must have c = 9 and z1 = 3 or 6. Thus q is 3 or 6, a!1 5-elements in GE 
lie in ii;;T and a Sylow S-subgroup of G, permutes 5g points and fixes 4q + 1 
points. By [26, 13.10], q = 6, and by [26, 3.71, 4q + 1 = 25 divides j G iiS 
which is not the case. Thus K is not semiregular on 51, - {a>. The orbits of K 
in Q - (CX) have length dividing x1 , and by [16, Theorem B] (since a normal 
extension of L,(q) does not have a point stabilizer of the required form), 
Z;s,c > 2(zx - 1)” > fz > xlxlc. Thus x1 = 1 and we have a ~~~trad~ctio~ by 
[Sbdj* Thus E acts trivially on Aa, and so A,, is a composition factor of U?, 
Since zl < xlzl < c - 1 it follows that x1 = 1, x1 = c - 4, and LD is A,_., 
or SC-, I Further, since &I = 1, we have L C K and it is easy to see that 
t = M = I. Thus a 3-cycle in A, < 6, permutes exactly 6(c - 2) points of QV 
By [26, 15.11, 6(c - 2) > (n - 2~z~/~)/3 > (8 - 3c + I)/3 and so c -< 19. If 
s is a prime less than c - 1 and a Sylow s-subgroup fixes x points of $2 then by 
[26, 9.41, x divides j G i/s. Xy choosing s as fo’ollows we obtain a contradict.ion 
fm c + 12. 
c I9 18 17 16 15 14 13 II 10 9 
s 13 11 II 5 7 7 7 7 7 5 
.x 31 43 31 31 57 43 31 13 7 13 
Finally if c = 12, a 5 cycle in A, fixes 43 points of 92 while a §-element of 
degree 10 in A, fixes 3 points of 8. By [26, 9.41, 43 divides / G II which is a 
contradiction. Thus G is not 2-transitive. 
Before completing the proof for the simply transitive case it is convenient 
to deal with the case c = 9. 
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4.7. LEMMA. c > 10. 
Proof. Suppose c = 9. Then n = 1 (- 9(x x+zJ = 1 -I- 9q say, where some 
xi > u =_- 3, and q < c - I = 8. Suppose G,, has an orbit of length 9, say ri . 
Then Gfi 2 A, and by [2] G, h as an orbit of length 72/k where k is 1 or 2. 
Since 71 < 81, k =: 2, and then by [2] n = 2*, which is a contradiction. Thus 
all orbits of G, in Q - {CY} have length at least 18. In particular all xi and zi 
are less than 7 and hence a Sylow 7-subgroup S of G, has q orbits of length 7 
and 2q -I- 1 fixed points. By [26, 13.101 and [25], q is 7 or 8. By [26, 3.71, 2q -I- 1 
divides 1 G / and so q ~-2 7 and there is a 5-element normalising S. 
If all xi and zi are less than 5 then a Sylow 5-subgroup of G, fixes 29 points. 
By [26, 3.71, 29 divides G 1, a contradiction. It follows that G must have 
subdegrees 1, 18, 45. Then by [26, 3.71 N(S)rixd is transitive of degree 15 
with subdegrees 1, 4, 10, so that 25 divides 1 M(S)I. Hence, N(S) contains a 
5-element fixing all orbits of S setwise, and hence pointwise; that is a 5-element 
permuting at most 15 points. This contradicts [26, 13.101, and so c i/- 9. 
Thus c >, 10 and we have a prime u satisfying c/2 2 u > (c $- 5)/4 > 3. 
Let p be the largest such prime. Let C xixi -= q so that n = 1 + qc. We shall 
investigate the CL-dcments in G. 
4.8. LEMMA. 
(a) G contains no element of order p and degree less than qp. 
(b) K contains no element of order p and degree qp. 
Proof. Suppose g E G has order p and degree C~A < qp, and choose g with 
ZJ minimal. We may assume that g E G, . If g 6 1%’ then g acts nontrivially on .-- 
some Zi and so 1 suppog 1 3 xic~ > qp, a contradiction. Hence, g E AZ. If 
g q? K then g acts nontrivially on each Aij and so 1 suppog : > Zxixi~ = qp, 
a contradiction. Hence, g E K. Thus to prove the lemma we assume that an 
element g E K has order p and degree r+ < qp and obtain a contradiction. 
Let U be a Sylow p-subgroup of K containing g. Then since each xi < q < 
4~ < we, all long C-orbits have length ,u and U is elementary abelian. 
Suppose that g acts nontrivially on an element of Aij for some i, j. Since ,Vl 
is transitive on Aij , for any 11 E Aii there is an x E M such that g” is nontrivial 
on D, and gz is conjugate in K to an element of c’ which acts nontrivially on II. 
Thus the subgroup 0 of G’ generated by all the conjugates of g in U acts non- 
. . 
trlvrally on each I) E Aii . Hence, 1 suppo G 1 .> CCL > : suppog : and so 
; c7 1 = r’Lk >, g. 
Now suppose that U has distinct subgroups UI and lJa , both conjugate to 
(g), such that suppo UI n suppo Uz + +. Then by [27, Dissection Theorem 6.51 
the 2-closure G(2) of G contains ~~PPd’-S”Ph?~z and ( Zjl~rs)S”PPg”,ns”PP~U, 
one of which has degree at most 71~12 < qp/2 < (c - 1) ~12 < (2~ - 2)~~ 
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since p. > (c + 5114. Moreover as / Q 1 3 pa and p divides / JZ : K I, pa divides 
1 6’“) /, which is a contradiction to 117, Theorem E]. 
Thus B = u1 x ... x U, , k 3 2, where each Uf is conjugate to (g) and 
distinct [ii have disjoint supports. Suppose first that zi < q. As U1 is not weakly 
closed in a Sylow ,u-subgroup of G, by [17, Corollary I] there is a con&gate V 
of G > v # [J,. , such that V and U, normalize each other and supgO Y n 
suppsa U, f 4. We may assume that V C K by the argument of the first 
paragraph of this proof, and hence, we may assume that V C U and hence 
F’C u. This is impossible as supp, Y n supp hi1 f 4. Thus v = q. 
Then 1 supps., U 1 = kqp, K 3 2. By the Frattini argument %! = &XV(U) 
and as D is clearly normal in iVa( U), R = KiQ( D) = .KlV say. Thus for ah 
H, j, I\ro+i 2 A, ) and in particular for a fixed i and j, c has the same number 
of orbits of length p in each eIement of Aij . I-t follows tbat / supnO zi / = ecp 
for some e > 1, and hence, 
Since j supno 0’ ! <C xisic = qc, from (I), kp < c < 4p SO that k is 2 or 3, 
and ep < p < 4,~ so that 1 < e & 3. Further since pa divides j G j, by [17, 
Theorem EJ, q 3 2,~ - 1 >, (F f 3)/2 > c/2. By (I), k/2 < e < k and hence, 
e = 2, k = 3. Thus U = lJr x U, x U, and 1 suppo U / = 39~ = 2cp. 
Suppose that E is nontrivial on the elements of at least two dij , say A,, and 
A ab 1 Then a has exactly one orbit of Iength p in each element of A,, and Aaa * 
We may assume that U; acts nontrivially on L$ and Da in A,, , and since q < c, 
we may assume that U, acts nontrivially on D, E A, 1 Then Ed, C fixn U1 an 
D~VD,Cf?X,U,. Now N = No contains an element x such that 
t3,” = h>, , Dzs = D, . Then as tT1” permutes DIE = D, ~o~~riviaIly i;” = LT1 : 
and as C1rx perimutes Dzx = D3 nontrivially Urz = Ua , which is a contradictions 
Hence, a acts nontrivially on the elements of only one Aij , say A,, . So D 
has two orbits of length y in each element of d,, ~ Suppose that 2;: has two 
orbits of length ,U in some element of A,, . As M is transitive on A,, it fdlows 
that each Ui has two nontrivial orbits in q/2 elements of ii,, and fixes the other 
q elements pointwise. We derive a contradiction as in the previous paragraph. 
Thus each U, has one long orbit in each of q elements of 8, and 6xes q/2 
elements of AlI pointwise. We may assume that U1 and Us both act nontrivially 
on D, and D, in A,, , (since q 2 2~ - 1 > 2), and that hl, and Uz both act 
~~~t~iviaIIy on B, in A,, . Let x 6s N be such that Illa: z= .I?, ) D,* = da, ~ 
Then as UXx and Uaz act nontrivi~I~ on Dlz = k3, ~ (Urn, U,=> = {Li, i C&Jr 
and as they both act nontrivially on Qx = Da , (U,“, Lr8*> -= (Uz , ILa), which 
is a contradiction. Thus Lemma 4.8 is proved. 
The next step is quite difhcult and long. 
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Proof. For some i, j, let D E Aij and let L, L be the subgroups of ?iZ fixing 
D setwise and pointwise respectively. ThenL”ij-(D} = L/K > A,_, andD-(D} = 
EK/K is a normal subgroup. As G is not 2-transitive, xi < q < c - 1 so that 
LD = L/L does not have a composition factor A,-, . Hence, EK/K > A,+, and 
sojL:~KI=jLD:KDIis10r2. 
Assume first that for all Aij and for all D E Adj , if L is the setwise stabilizer 
of D in M, then A, is not a composition factor of L”. Let N be the stabilizer 
in M of c - p elements of A,, , say D, ,..., DC-, . Then N fixes c - p elements 
of each Aij . Let N be the pointwise stabilizer of D, u ... u DC+, in N. Now 
NAn = N/K>_ A,. Also NB(N) acts as A,-, or S,-, on {Dl ,..., DC-,>. Thus 
,for any Di and Dj in this set there is an x E N&N) such that Dix = Dj and 
hence, (ND<)” = NDj, that is hiDi is isomorphic to NDj. So if A, is acomposition 
factor of the constituent N/n of N on D, u ... u DC-, , it follows that A, is 
a composition factor of ND1. If L is the setwise stabilizer of Dl in M then 
L 1 N >_ K, and LD1 >_ ND1 >_ KD1, and we showed that 1 LD1 : KD1 ] < 2. 
Hence, A, is a composition factor of L Di, which is a contradiction. Thus A, 
is not a composition factor of N/n and hence, NAll = nK/K > A, . By an 
analogous argument the subgroup N’ of .iV which fixes pointwise the elements 
of every Aij which are fixed by w, acts as A, or S, on the remaining elements 
of each Aij . Thus a p-element in N’ has degree qp, and hence, order p (by 
Lemma 4.8). 
Hence, we may assume that for D in A,, say, if L is the setwise stabilizer of D 
in m, A, is a composition factor of L D. Then LD is a transitive group of degree 
x1 < q < 4~ and we claim that the only composition factors of LD with order 
divisible by p are isomorphic to A, . If LD is imprimitive it has a set of x = 2 
or 3 blocks of imprimitivity of length zr/x, or a set of zr/x blocks of length X, 
where p < ZJX < 2~. The action of degree .zi/~ is clearly primitive with A, 
as a composition factor, and it is easy to see that the only composition factors 
of LD with order divisible by p are A, in this case. If LD is primitive it follows 
from [26, 13.10] that / LD 1 is not divisible by $. Hence, again the only composi- 
tion factor of LD with order divisible by p is A, . 
Next suppose that for all Aif and D E Aij , if L is the setwise stabilizer of D 
in M, A,+1 is not a composition factor of LD. In this case let N be the stabilizer 
in M of c - p - 1 elements of A,, and hence, of each Aij . Let fl be the sub- 
group of N fixing pointwise all elements of all Aij fixed setwise by N. Then by 
a similar argument to the above, m acts as A,+1 or SW+, on the remaining elements 
of each Aij . Let g be a y-element in m, g $ K. Then g fixes pointwise c - p - 1 
elements of each Aij, permutes p elements of each Aij, and may permute 
points in the remaining element of some Aij . Thus / supp, g j < qp + C xizd < 
qp + 4~. If g does not permute any points of the elements of the Aij it fixes, 
then g has degree qp and the lemma is true, so suppose that g permutes some 
points of D E Aij , where Dg = D. Then as / suppog j < (q + 4)~+, g has at 
most 3 cycles of length p in D. In a Sylow p-subgroup of i@ containing g there 
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is an element h which fixes setwise ail the elements of the AiJ Permuted by g, 
acts as a p-cycle on each Aij and is such that Dh f D. (Note that ifg Permutes 
Points of an element D’ of a different Aij , where D’g = 
element corresponding to D E Aij in the actions of &? and so D’h + II’). 
Let Dj = Dh’ and g, = h-jgW fox j = 0 ,..., p - 1. Then gj fixes & pointwise 
for all k # j and permutes points of LIj nontrivially. ence W = (gj ; 0 < j < 
p - I) C (g, h) is a p-group of order at least pU, and if W has an orbit of 
length greater than p it must lie in the Q,U points of suppngI n suppn g, = 
n {suPPa .kY? ; <j < p - 1). As qp < 4p2 < p3, there are at most three 
W-orbits of length ,uz and the other W-orbits have length p or 1. Thus 
a subgroup WO generated by at most 4( < p) of the g, such that the orbits 
in suppog, n suppog, are the same as the orbits of W, Becailse of the action 
of the gj ) clearly X = suppo W - suppa WO # I$. By 127, Dissection Theo- 
rem 6.5], G(2) contains Wx which is elementary abehan and contains some 
<gj)” # 1. which has degree at most 3~~ which is a contradiction by [26, 13.10!. 
Thus we may assume that for D E A,, say, if L is the setwise stabilizer of II 
in I??, Lo has AUfl as a composition factor. Suppose that A,, is the only Ai3 in 
which i4, is a composition factor of ED, where L is the setwise stabilizer of 
D E A,, ~ We shall abbreviate this condition to “‘Al1 involves A, .” Let N be 
the stabilizer in R of c - p - I elements of some, and hence all, Aij . Let -@ 
be the subgroup of N fixing pointwise the fixed elements of A,, . Then .&? acts 
on each Aif as AUtl or S,,, , since the action of N on the fixed element of A,, 
does not have A,,, as a composition factor. Let N’ be the subgroup of w fixing 
one of the remaining ,LL + 1 elements of some and hence each Aij and let w 
be the subgroup of N’ fixing pointwise all fixed elements of N’ in all Aij except 
A 11 . Then g’ acts as A, or S, on the remaining p elements of the Aij ) (by a 
simi!ar argument). Thus a p-element g in 3’ either has degree 4~ or permutes 
p elem s of each Aij and fixes and is nontrivial on exactly one element D E AI1 
where = D. The latter case can be shown to be impossible by a sin&r 
argument to that of the previous Paragraph. Thus in this case also Lemma 
is true. 
Thus we may assume that there are two Aij which involve A, , say A,, and 
A nb . Since A,, involves ALLi1 and since C xizi < 4~ it follows that for all other 
Aij ) zi < ,u. A similar argument shows that Lemma 4.9 is true in this last case 
also, namely: Let N be the stabilizer in Lv of c - p - 9 elements of each Aij . 
Let Lq be the subgroup of N fixing pointwise the elements af A,, and A,, fixed 
by N. Then i?? acts on the Aij as A,+r or S,,, I Let N’ be the stabilizer in x 
of one of the remaining p + 1 elements and let 8’ be the subgroup of N’ fixing 
pointwise the elements of all Aij except A,, and A,, which are fixed by IV’. 
Then -?’ acts as A, or SW on the Adj and consideration of a ,u-element of ATi 
shows that Lemma 4.9 is true. 
Now we can finish the proof of the Theorem C. y Lemma 4.9 there is an 
element g E M of order ,U and degree ~JL which acts on each Aij as a ,LL-cycle. 
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Since I-L ,( c/2, M contains a conjugate g’ of g such that suppa g n suppa g’ = $. 
If on the other hand g’ is a conjugate of g such that suppBg n supp,g’ # +, 
then as before we may assume that g’ E a. By Lemma 4.8 g’ # K, and it follows 
that g’ acts as a p-cycle on each Aij . As suppszg n suppsag’ f #J, (g, g’> per- 
mutes less than 2~ elements of each Aid , and hence, /(g, g’)““f 1 is not divisible 
by $. So g’ is conjugate in (g, g’} to an element g” which permutes the same 
set of elements of the Aij as g, and so supp, g = supp, g”. If \(g, g”)/ is divisible 
by $ then /(g, g”) n K J is divisible by p and we obtain a contradiction to 
Lemma 4.8, since ( supp&g, g”)/ = qp. Thus (g) and (g”) are Sylow p-sub- 
groups of (g, g”) and hence are conjugate in (g,g”). It follows that (g) is 
conjugate to (g’) in (g, g’). We thus have a contradiction to [17, Theorem A], 
and Theorem C is p,roved. 
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